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Students’ variables relevant for creating 
individualised teaching resources

The interaction between individual 
differences and the components of 
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Figure 2. Individualized card 1 for Anton.
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Figure 3.  
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Individualised Card 3 
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Method

Data sample and experimental phase  

Purposefulness

Purposefulness measured for the experimental and control group

Group 

The richness of speech measured for the experimental and control group

Logical progression of speech measured for the experimental and control group
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The richness of speech content

“C++, Java, HTML are high-level comput-
er languages”

The way of logical progression of speech 

Results and Discussion 

 

I think that, I’m 
not sure that, as far as I know, there’s no denying that, 
no way!



-

.  I am not saying this 
because I can code Java, but Java has proved it in last 20 
years. 

, Java is everywhere, it’s on desktop, it’s on 
mobile, it’s on card, .  Java 
has Rich API. Java API, well, API is -

, is used for networking, database 
connections, inputs/outputs and utilities, everything.

 because Java is open source, it is used in 
more places than some of its competitors. One job place-
ment company did a marketplace analysis and found that 
20% of the openings called for Java skills, either alone or 
in addition to other programming languages.

You can get a lot of Jobs opportunity by learning Java 
programming language. You can develop core Java based 
server side application, enterprise applications, and you 
can even develop Android based mobile applications.

 I person-
ally suggest picking a book, because they are almost al-
ways written well for beginners. I personally recommend 
‘Head First Java’ to beginners, that’s great book to start, 
if you don’t know much about Java. Online  tutorials will 
also can help you to learn Java. 

 that one of the reasons for 
learning Java it is easy to learn. Java has English like 

, you know, , 
with minimum angle brackets, which makes it easy to 
read Java program.  It does not require any prior pro-
gramming experience to learn Java coding. Learning Java 
can be really easy if you already know a programming 
language. 

 if you are a programmer, you should always 
keep learning. This is because there is no place for out-

dated professional skills in programming. It is very im-
portant to keep up with the latest trends in order to be 
competitive. The best way is to put new knowledge into 
practice. I recommend reading Java and Technology Sites 
and Blogs from experts. 

One of the best program-
ming languages I am going to talk to you about is Java

First of all…, Furthermore…, If you decide to learn 
Java programming…, Finally…

(I meant 
to say earlier

Java is everywhere...    ...I mean almost every-
where)

syntax’ phrase structure, you know, arrangement 
of words… API is 
an application programming interface

Summary table of indicators of growth

Group 
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Conclusion
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Appendix A

Speaking Part 2 task. Variant 1  

Appendix B

Speaking Part 2 task. Variant 2  


